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Wondershare DVD to iPhone converter for Mac is a professional DVD to iPhone
conversion tool with very intuitive interface. It is one of the first DVD to iPhone converters that
are designed for Mac OS users to convert DVD to iPhone 3G. 

This powerful Mac DVD to iPhone 3G converter provides you with various DVD editing
functions such as DVD chapter and title selection, movie trimming, video joiner and so on. It
also lets you preview your iPhone movie, adjust video brightness, contrast and saturation,
and choose to apply a special video effect.

Wondershare DVD to iPhone can even rip DVD audio to iPhone M4A. With its excellent Mac
DVD to iPhone converter, you can easily put your favorite DVD movies on your iPhone and
enjoy them on the go.

Convert DVD to iPhone 3G video MP4 and audio M4A for Mac OS.
Support iPhone with 320 by 480 resolution.
Various video and audio settings to convert DVD to iPhone with customized output
quality.

Key Features

Support Mac OS
A powerful Mac DVD to iPhone 3G converter.

Support Power PC and Intel Processors

A professional Mac DVD to iPhone 3G application that can be run on computers with either
Power PC or Intel processors.

Convert DVD to iPhone MP4 and rip DVD audio

Rip DVD to iPhone video and rip DVD audio to M4A, MP3 and AAC with excellent output
quality on Mac OS.

Convert DVD to iPod and Apple TV video

Support converting DVD to iPod and Apple TV video files besides iPhone 3G.

Select DVD subtitle and audio track
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Allow you to select any subtitle and audio track to convert your DVD in any language
available on your DVD.

Trim DVD chapters/titles

Let you trim any DVD titles or chapters to capture your favorite clips from your DVD movie.

Crop Video

Crop your DVD video to remove the black video sides.

Flexible video and audio options

Provide you with various video and audio settings such as video resolution, video frame rate,
video bit rate, audio bit rate, audio sample rate and so on.

 Video Joiner

Let you merge selected chapters or titles into one file.

Preview movie

Let you preview your movie before and during the conversion.

Various video effects

Allow you to adjust video brightness, contrast and saturation. And let you select a special
video effect to apply to your movie video

Conversion progress bar

A progress bar to show you the elapsed time and remaining time of the conversion progress.

Why choose Wondershare DVD to iPhone Converter for Mac?

Wondershare DVD to iPhone Converter for Mac is an excellent DVD to iPhone 3G
movie converter for Mac OS users.
Wondershare DVD to iPhone Converter for Mac is comeplete with powerful options to
optimize and edit your movies.
Wondershare DVD to iPhone Converter for Mac is a three-in-one Mac DVD converter
that can convert DVD to iPhone, iPod and Apple TV.

What's new of Wondershare DVD to iPhone Converter for Mac V 1.9.0.32

Improved conversion speed and program stability.
Solved the audio/video sync problem.
Added the function of muting sound during video preview.

System  Requirements

MAC OS X and higher operating system, 128M memory
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